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Poverty, a study of town life [1901]
Original patent application number 4,748 for improvements in shaking machines applicable for use in shaking chocolate or confectionaery into moulds [1903]
Betting and Gambling, a National Evil [editor, 1905]
Unemployment, a social study [1911]
Land and labour: lessons from Belgium [1911]
Lectures on Housing [1914]
The way to industrial peace and the problem of unemployment [1914]
How the labourer lives: a study of the rural labour problem [1917]
Some obligations of industry to labour: A lecture [1919]
The human factor in business [1921]
Peace or war in industry [1921]
Prevention and compensation of unemployment [1921]
Industrial Unrest: A Way Out [1922]
The unemployment problem: Some practical steps towards its solution (Christian order of industry series) [1923]
The function of the Society of Friends: With regard to social and industrial problems [1927]
The Agricultural Dilemma: A report of an enquiry organised by Viscount Astor and Mr. B. Seebohm Rowntree [1935]
Christianity and industrial relations [1937]
The human needs of labour [1937]
The human factor in business: Further experiments in industrial democracy [1938]
The condition of people [1938]
Poverty and progress: a second social survey of York [1941]
The price of full employment [1944]

Portrait of a city’s housing: Being the result of a detailed survey in the city of York 1935-9 [1945]


Christian Principles in Industry: A Review of an experiment and a vision for its future [1949]

English Life and Leisure: a social study [1951]

Poverty and the welfare state: A third social survey of York dealing only with economic questions [1951]